
AUTOMATED SUNSHADE 
BRANDON RIDNER

RICKY REDELMAN 



OBJECTIVE 

• Create a sun shade that will automatically block harmful UV rays when 
reading the internal temperature of the car 

• The car is turned off and the sunshade is then activated and will come down 
automatically when your car reaches internal temperature over the threshold

• The override to the system is when the car is powered the sunshade will be 
deactivated at any temperature 



INPUTS 

• Switch to read if car is on or off 

• Two relay switches to determine when the sunshade is active and inactive 

• Temperature sensor to tell the sunshade to turn on 

• Potentiometer to control the threshold of the temperature

• Potentiometer to control the motor speed



PIC AS THE CONTROLLER 

• The PIC takes in 6 inputs in order to run a FSM that drives a motor bi-
directionally 

• PIC sends a PWM output to the h-bride enable to control  the motor speed 

• PIC sends two digital outputs to the h-bridge to control the direction of the 
motor 



OUTPUTS

• Bi-directional motor to drive 
the sunshade up and down



RESULTS 

SUCCESS! ... The project performed flawlessly

We would like to purchase a larger h-bridge because we could only deactivate 
at lower voltages due to the inductive spike 

The activated state would allow us to run a higher voltage without causing 
Mplab/PIC to hault



ADVICE 

• Start early and create a bunch of designs in case your original plan fails 

• Pick a project that you know you can accomplish in 10 weeks 

• Be careful when choosing motors for your project 

• Order your parts early to avoid large 1 day shipping fees



AUTOMATIC 
SLINGSHOT
Lawrence Goedrich & April Riddett



Project objective
• Throw anything (within reasonable size)

• Not need to pull the slingshot back 



What are the inputs? 
• Three main inputs: 

• Home switches
• Position, normally open 

• Emergency stop switch
• Forward operation of motor 
• Reverse operation of motor



How is the PIC used? 
• We used the PIC in a variety 

of ways 

• Interrupts were used to 
control reactions to each 
switch 
• Assigned priority interrupt to 

reset/emergency stop switch 

• Used PWM to set the speed 
of the motor 



What are the outputs? 
• Three LEDs to indicate 

state: 
• Ready state-able to be 

launched 
• Pull back state-pulling the 

slingshot back 
• Forward state-cart moving 

forward to retrieve slingshot



How did it turn out? 
• V1.0 was constructed out of wood 

• Self-destructed on test due to impact forces 
• Motor was able to pull slingshot back entirely 

• V2.0 was machined out of aluminum
• Did not self-destruct 
• Required a lot more time to construct 
• Removed automatic release due to safety concerns.
• Motor force needed was calculated with frictionless rails, did not 

have enough effort to fully draw back slingshot with aluminum rails



V1.0

Switches to locate cart

Switch to indicate object

To motor: 



V2.0 Switches to control systemIndicator LEDs

Cable system drive motor
Manual release switch



What advice do we have for future students? 

• Do not choose a project that requires extensive machining 
(i.e., needing to mill/cut/TIG weld aluminum) 

• Choose a project you are passionate about building 

• Do not choose a high-impact project 

• Experiment with materials used 

• Mike (in the machine shop) is very very helpful, do not be 
afraid to ask him questions! 



The Echo Sketch

Peter Heidlauf

Kenji Kunugi

Daniel Stevenson



Project Objective

• Create a freely moving two bar linkage to track the location of a user’s pen on 
a sheet of paper

• Replicate the motion of the pen in real time using a powered two bar linkage 
with a marker on a whiteboard

• Double the scale of the output arm’s path while preserving the correct motion



Inputs
• The user moves the end of the two 

bar linkage with a pen.
• Two 10 kΩ potentiometers are 

analog inputs to the PIC.
• The first potentiometer measures θ1

relative to the paper’s x-axis from 0 
to 180 degrees.

• The second potentiometer measures 
relative to the first linkage θ2 from 0 
to 135 degrees.

θ1

θ2 User
Input



How is the PIC used?
• The potentiometer ADC readings for 

each angle were converted into degrees.
• The angles were then used to calculated 

the necessary timer ticks to control the 
servo motors.

• Because of the orientation of θ2, 
negative angles could be calculated 
from the reading. This negative value 
caused errors when controlling the 
second servo motor.

• To protect the servo motor, any negative 
θ2 value was reset to 0 before 
calculating the timer ticks.



How is the PIC used?
• The servo motor control signals were generated 

using the high priority interrupt  triggered by a 
timer that reset every 20 milliseconds.

• Every 10 timer ticks represents 1.7 degrees. The 
ones place was ignored and replaced with a hard 
coded 5 ticks to speed up the controller response. 
This resulted in a maximum angular error in the 
command signal of 0.85 degrees.

• During the interrupt, the two peaks were 
controlled sequentially. This left roughly 16 
milliseconds for all other calculations.

• Note: using a for loop in the interrupt to 
accurately delay for the ones’ value was 
impossible. The loop itself caused an incalculable 
delay and ruined the signal.



Outputs
• Two servo motors control the angles of the output two bar linkage
• An LCD display was used to show measured angles and calculated timer ticks to 

assist in debugging. It was removed from the project once completed to speed 
up the response time of the PIC microcontroller.

θ1

θ2



Results – How did it turn out?

• The powered system imitated the sensor system in real time.

• When a marker was attached, the powered system traced out similar shapes 
twice as large as those drawn using the sensor system.

• Due to friction in the system and imperfect physical connections with the 
servo motors, not every angle was reached with high precision.

• Due to the geometry of the system and range limits of the servo motors, the 
useable whiteboard space was limited.



Advice to future students
• If using multiple servos, learn how to control them simultaneously before you 

begin the actual project.

• Having physical components laser cut was much easier than machining them.

• Do not switch from a breadboard to a soldered system the night before the 
presentation. A single soldering mistake can ruin your project demonstration.

• Don’t disassemble your project before you complete your documentation. 
Take videos and photos of the project before disassembly. 

• The smaller your project is physically, the easier it is to transport. Our large 
project had to be reassembled and all wires reattached on location every time.



Motion Spectrum
ME430

Sam Hojnacki



Project Objective

The overall objective of the project was to be able to change the color of a tri-
color Red-Green-Blue tri-colored LED with an input from an accelerometer. 
Each color was assigned  one of the three coordinate axis (i.e. X Y Z). As the 
accelerometer changes in one or the other directions, the corresponding color 
is changed. The original draft included plans for a motor controlled strobe 
apparatus. 



Inputs

The inputs for the project were acceleration force data for the three 
coordinate axes based on the orientation and movement of the 
accelerometer.



PIC as a Controller

The PIC was used to control the LED. The color changing was done using an 
interrupt to control whether each of the three segments was on or off. PWM 
was used to set the LED so it wouldn’t strobe or flash as the colors were 
adjusted.



Outputs

The system used the data form the accelerometer and 
used it to output a specific color to the LED display. Since 
a Red-Green-Blue tri-colored LED was used , each color 
was assigned an axis and a change in an axis resulted in a 
change of the corresponding color. If the green axis input 
from high to low the green part of the LED would go from 
on to off. 



Results

The concept worked. There were a few things that did not completely go as 
planned. The color changes were hard changes from one color to another 
when we originally wanted gradual fades from one color to another.



Advice

• Find out as much detail about how to do your project early on.

• Stick to using topics covered in the course

• Use hardware that is easy to control and manipulate like motors and not 
accelerometers



K.I.N.G.E.N.

Melissa Murray & Ben Griffith
ME430

Fall 2014-2015

Kinetic Instrument to Navigate and 
Gyroscopically Enforce Normality



Objective

The goal of this project was to design a 
prototype control moment gyroscope 

that could stabilize a model upright 
bike while it was stationary and rolling.



Inputs

On/Off Signal from Switch

Bike Lean from Accelerometer



PIC

Interrupts and a timer were used to 
drive the stepper motor at a 
specific velocity

PWM with a 25% duty cycle was 
used on the enable line for the 
stepper driver to give it 3V from 12V



Outputs

Flywheel Spinning by controlling a 
DC Motor

Flywheel mount rotational velocity 
and direction by controlling a 
stepper motor



Results



Results

System rocks bike 
forcefully to counteract 
the lean of the bike

Did not stabilize the 
bike

Rocking of the bike 
interfered with the 
accelerometer 
readings

Microcontroller did not 
process fast enough






Advice

 A simple project is more important than a fun project

 Order parts early incase they are not what you were 
expecting

 Do as much of the necessary machining before 
permanently fixing pieces together

 Start building early so you have time to fix problems 
with the software later



Laser Tag Rhythm Game
By:

James Benedicto
and

Dakota Kowalski



Overall Project Objective

● To create a challenging game that uses moving light 
sensors

Details:
● This game detects light from a light emitting apparatus 

with multiple CdS cells accompanied with a LED.
● LEDs flash based on the rhythm of accompanying 

music. 
● Each cell’s accompanying LED will light up when that 

sensor must be shot. 
● The player's score will be displayed on 2 7-segment 

displays as the game is being played.



Inputs

● 4 CdS cells
○ Calibrated with a potentiometer using an ADC

All buttons and switches are active low.
● 2 reset buttons (for each PIC)
● State toggle switch (from calibration to gameplay state)



Use of the PIC #1

● Multiplexed servo motor controller through interrupts
● Determines whether the game is in calibration or 

gameplay state though a switch
● ADC for potentiometer calibration
● 4 ADCs for CdS cells
● Tracked the score on 2 7-segment displays.
● Information transfer to PIC #2.



Use of the PIC #2

● Received information from PIC #1
● Delays were used to sync the LED flashes with rhythm 

of the chosen song
● Delays were determined via audio file analysis with 

Audacity



Outputs

● 2 digit 7-segment score display with 2 BCD (Binary 
Coded Decimal) to Common Cathode 7-Segment LED 
Drivers

● Sensor LEDs that sync to the rhythm of the song
● 4 pseudo-randomly moving servo motors



Results
● Works reliably
● Packaging quality was 

sacrificed in order to 
ensure game reliability

● The light sensing 
calibration could be set 
to room light with 
relative ease

● A second PIC was used 
because the first PIC 
was in an interrupt a 
majority of the time. This 
was because it 
multiplexed 4 servo 
motors



Results (Continued)

● The flashing pattern of the LEDs was originally 
randomized, but is now set in a linear pattern from left to 
right due to the original difficulty.

● The final revision of the code was over 1000 lines long 
due to mapping of music rhythm to LED flashes.

● Original music controller (beaglebone) was not 
implemented because of a uncommon product defect. 
Beaglebone was RMA’ed.



Advice to Future Students

● Do prototype of the project early in order to determine 
points of failure or other parts that may be needed.

● When attaching sensors to moving parts, do not use 
breadboard wires and ensure your wires are long 
enough for the full range of movement.

● Consider adding a heat sink to any power-intensive 
circuitry.

● Wire motors to an isolated power supply.
● Securely mount any moving parts.



Pachinko!!

Lisa Lillis 
and 

Patrick Salay



Project Objective - Create a Fun Game
Our goal was to create a game that would
1. Have balls drop and randomize their final position.
2. Have a user try to catch the balls as they fall.
3. Count the balls that are caught.
4. Lift balls back up once they have fallen.
5. Continue the cycle until time is up.
6. Have a buzzer sound when the game is over.



The Catcher
Inputs:
● IR Emitter and Sensor activates when a ball 

falls through the hole
● Tactile Switch restarts the score count

Output:
● Two seven-segment displays show the score

PIC:
IR Emitter and Detector only use ADC 
Conversions and not interrupts 



The Motor
Outputs:
● Two seven-segment displays show 

the timer countdown from 30 seconds
● A Brushed Gearhead Motor runs while 

the timer is counting down
● A Piezo Buzzer sounds when the 

timer countdown has finished.

PIC:
● Countdown Timer uses an interrupt 

every second
● Motor and buzzer use PWM

Inputs:
● Tactile Switch starts the motor and 

timer countdown



Results
● Our project works as planned; we achieved all six of our 

goals

● Our IR Emitter and Sensor work very well according to 
Dr. Olson

● Our motor can be a little troublesome at times and 
tends to overheat and turn off if it runs for too long at 
one time



Advice to future “generations”
● Make sure to choose a project that is 

balanced between mechanical building, 
electronics, and coding.

● Don’t wrap a motor completely in tape; it will 
overheat. Instead, consider a heat sink.





● Control 3 tri-color LEDs
● Spin the LEDs on 3 axes of rotation using motors
● Enable clap on/off control
● Allow the user to change LEDs manually or have 

an automatic setting for random, changing LEDs



● Three push buttons as digital inputs
○ LED selection button
○ LED color change button
○ Mode changer (auto/manual modes)

● Three potentiometers as analog inputs
○ ADC reading to control PWM 

of each motor
● An analog clapping circuit 

that uses a microphone



● A total of 5 functions were written separate from the main 
routine

● The buttons used interrupts
● Delays were used for debouncing
● Timer 2 was used for PWM
● Timer 0 was used in order to change an LED at a random 

time interval from 0 to 1 second through an interrupt in 
automatic mode

● The second PIC read a potentiometer and an enable 
signal from the first PIC and output a PWM signal for the 
third motor. It was needed since only 2 PWM outputs were 
on the first PIC.



● Control 3 tri-color LEDs with 9 digital outputs
● Control 3 motors with 3 PWM outputs at 1 kHz
● Output information on the LCD

○ Shows motor control as percentage
○ Shows color of all three LEDs as a letter
○ K,R,G,B,C,M,Y,W to represent
○ Black, red, green, blue, 

cyan (green & blue), 
magenta (red & blue), 
yellow (red & green), 
and white



● The color of the currently selected LED* is 
shown in lowercase, and the other two LEDs are 
in uppercase

● Mode is also displayed on the LCD as either 
Man for manual or Aut for auto

● When the clapper turns off the show, all outputs 
turn off, including the LCD. When a clap turns 
the outputs back on, they resume where they 
stopped

*The currently selected LED is the one that will 
change when the color button is pressed



The LEDs, clapper, buttons, potentiometers, LCD, 
and motor control all worked.  However, the 
motors themselves wouldn’t work due to the 
difficulty of aligning the motors, bearings, and slip-
rings axially.  One motor would spin with help, but 
the other two were not aligned well enough or 
were getting too much resistance to do more than 
jerk despite one of them working early during 
building.  All of the code and circuits were working 
perfectly, but the motors would not spin.



● Find a better method of aligning the axes of the motors
● Start early on the code and the mechanics
● Design the base/box to make the connections easier to 

make 
● Try to find higher quality slip-rings that spin easier, these 

had a lot of spinning resistance 
● Hot glue things to set them in place, then epoxy later to 

secure it
● Don’t do aesthetics (like a control panel) until everything 

else is working and then only if it won’t disturb the rest of 
the project



Pong-Bot
ME 430 

Nick Buchta Corey Povaleri 



Project Objectives 
• Create a user input Ping-Pong ball launcher
• Have a throwing arm that could rotate   
approximately 30 degrees. 
• Have the ability to throw a Ping-Pong ball between 5 
and 10 feet. (Have control over throwing distance) 



Project Photo



Inputs
Angular Position – A 
potentiometer that determines 
which direction the robot faces

Direction Control Switch- A 
position switch that determines 
the direction of the DC motor, 
switching it between firing 
(forward) mode and return 
(reverse) mode

Firing Switch- A momentary 
switch that tells the DC motor to 
move in whichever direction it is 
assigned 

Firing Strength- A potentiometer 
that determines the PWM of the 
motor in firing mode 



Use of the Pic
•There are two PICs on this project, each one controls one 
of the motors
•The PIC controlling the servo motor uses interrupts to give 
commands to the Servo, and ADC conversion to 
communicate potentiometer values to servo motor 
positions
•The PIC controlling the DC motor uses PWM to control the 
motor speed, and ADC to convert potentiometer values to 
PWM values for the motor



Outputs

The Servo Motor Moves within 
a 30 degree range as directed by 
the input from the direction 
control potentiometer

The DC motor rotates forward 
to fire the ball at the specified 
PWM when the directional 
switch is set to forward. The 
motor will rotate backwards at 
a fixed PWM value to return to 
the firing position when the 
directional switch is set to 
reverse



Results
• Our project went very well! We followed a planned outline to 
meet project goals. 
• Our controls for both the servo and the DC motor worked as 
planned.
• We were able to demonstrate our launcher could launch 
between 5 and 10 feet as well as rotate 30 degrees in 
increments of 1 degree. 
• During demo day we showed we could launch the ball into 
cups! ( Made 3 in a row = consistent) 



Advice for future students
• Choose a project that utilizes topics taught in class
• Have a work plan and deadlines 
• Purchase back-up parts
• The machine shop is a great place to put together 
your project 



Electronic Safe
Sean Kling

Gabriel Goldsberry



∗ We wanted to make an electronic safe with a few 
security measures needed to gain access.

Objective



∗ IR detectors - determine validity of keycard
∗ Password Buttons - for the user to enter a sequence
∗ Limit Switch - determines if the door is shut or not

Inputs



∗ FSM – switch between different states based on 
inputs

∗ Display state with LCD
∗ Compare data
∗ Drive a motor
∗ Analog and digital input

How is the PIC used?



∗ Motor driving a rack and pinion to move the locking 
bar into or from the locked position

∗ Screen to output the password sequence you are 
entering and doubles as a display of the current state

Outputs



∗ Yes, it worked

We got Results



∗ Start early
∗ Listen to Mike in the ME Shop
∗ Keep It Simple
∗ Order from DIGIKEY (they ship really fast) and group 

orders with other teams

Advice



Light Gun Game

By: Gustavo Romo
James Kwak



Pictures of Project



Picture All Together



Project Objective

• We were trying to make a carnival like game 
that involved shooting a laser at moving light 
sensor targets.

• We also wanted a way to start the game and 
see a score for how well it’s played.



Inputs

• Start Button- Basic switch
• Light gun trigger- Basic switch
• Light Sensor Targets- Cds sensors



How We Used The PIC
• Used Timer0 Interrupts to control the motion of our Servo
• Used Timer1 Interrupts to time how long the Laser would be on and when 

to check for increasing the score
• We used Timer2 with PWM to play sound out of a piezobuzzer. 
• We used digital inputs for our start button and gun trigger without 

interrupts
• We used analog inputs to check for scoring from our Cds sensors
• We used PORTB and PORTD to control the output of our 7 segment display 

score board through a 7 segment controller
• We counted instruction cycle ticks in order to time when our servo motor 

would change directions



Outputs

• Laser- controlled with MOSFET
• Score Display- consisted of two 7 Segment 

Displays each controlled by their own 
controller chip

• Moving Target Wheel- moved by a servo
• Buzzer



Results

• The game worked as expected nearly all of the 
time.

• The was one instance when demonstrating 
that a combination of button presses seemed 
to lock the game up. We aren’t sure exactly 
what happened but we think an interrupt got 
stuck somehow.



Advice

• Pay attention to what you buy. It might not be 
what you expect. We bought a server that 
turned out to be a continuous motion servo. 
We though we bought a normal position 
control servo.

• Don’t be afraid to change the way you are 
doing things, if it makes more sense to you or 
is easier than what you originally intended.



XY Plotter
MATT HAYES AND PAT NEYLON



Project Objective

Create a drawing machine which:
Allows engagement/disengagement of the 

writing instrument
Allows users to control drawing through a 

joystick
Allows users to vary the speed of drawing

Total speed control on slide potentiometer
Secondary speed control based on joystick 

(greater displacement => greater speed)



Inputs
 Horizontal Value of Joystick—Analog
 Vertical Value of Joystick—Analog
 Slide Potentiometer—Analog
 Single Pole Single Throw Position Switch—Digital



PIC as a Controller

 Main code read values of analog inputs using 
ADC and read digital switch position

 Interrupts drove the steppers and the servo
 Stepper speed scaled based on slide potentiometer 

and joystick potentiometer values

 We “made” our own PWM for the servo using 
delays within the interrupts



Outputs

2 Stepper Motors
1 stepper for X direction
1 stepper for Y direction

1 Servo Motor
Used to engage/disengage writing 

instrument



Outputs

Y-Direction Stepper 
and Servo stacked on 
top of one another

X-Direction 
Stepper



Results

 The XY plotter turned out as intended
 The original design had a flaw in the Y direction’s 

belt drive system, but we were able to modify 
the design to make it work

 The XY plotter could not draw curves very well 
because the joystick only has two speeds for the 
steppers. To make curves, the speed should be 
proportional or even quadratic to the joystick 
displacement



Results - Video



Advice

Expect to spend more than you originally 
intended

Fabrication is easier if everything is drawn 
in SolidWorks first

3D printed and laser cut parts are very 
accurate and not especially expensive



Planning Makes Everything Easier!
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